OCEANVIEW EXPANDS INTO GCC WITH NEW DISTRIBUTOR

Reaching more international customers, OceanView and Eurotask have appointed Japan Marine as an OceanView distributor for the GCC region. Headquartered in Dubai, UAE and founded in 2001, Japan Marine has grown to become one of the largest specialized marine electronics distributors in the region with a network of dealers throughout the Gulf.

"We are pleased and excited to have secured the distribution rights for the OceanView product line in the GCC," stated Mohammed Al Marzouqi, managing director of Japan Marine. "Night-vision is a growing market in the region and the wide range of products OceanView offers enables us to provide cost-effective solutions to boats ranging from center console, sportfish, motoryachts, superyachts and workboats. We are looking forward to a long and fruitful relationship with OceanView."

With five branches across the United Arab Emirates, over 40 employees, a national and international dealer network, Japan Marine represents many of the best names in the world of marine electronics. Japan Marine is dedicated to providing high quality products at competitive prices backed by well-trained and informed pre- and post-sales technical support.

"The influence that Japan Marine has in the region and their commitment to service and support was a key factor in choosing Japan -more-
Marine as our partner in the Gulf," said Mark Luffingham, director of Eurotask. "OceanView is a major player in the fast growing night-vision sector. Having sold products direct to dealers in the region for more than four years, the next stage is to consolidate our position by creating a focus for the OceanView brand in the area. The capability and structure of Japan Marine meet all our criteria."

OceanView is a world leader in maritime multi-sensor night-vision camera manufacturing. It supplies night-vision to the pleasure craft, sportfishing, superyacht, cruise ship, commercial vessel and military markets.

Japan Marine can be contacted at +971(0)4 2828255, faxed via +971(0)4 2828266 or emailed at sales@japanmarine.jp. More information can be found at www.japanmarine.co. Japan Marine's territory is the GCC and Yemen.

Contact OceanView Technologies, 1181 South Rogers Circle, Boca Raton, FL 33487. 954-727-5139; Fax: 954-302-2476. sales@oceanviewtech.com; www.nightboating.com.